The aim of this paper is to Ž . classify the simple R-modules, say in the case where c i, j / 0 for all i, j g Z. We also deal with this problem in the N-graded case. As a consequence we obtain a description of the simple modules of some classical algebras and of generalized Weyl algebras.
The aim of this paper is to Ž . classify the simple R-modules, say in the case where c i, j / 0 for all i, j g Z. We also deal with this problem in the N-graded case. As a consequence we obtain a description of the simple modules of some classical algebras and of generalized Weyl algebras. for i, j, k g Z. Throughout the paper a ''module'' means a left module. Ž . A nontrivial class of examples, the generalized Weyl algebras GWA introduced and studied extensively by the first author, is obtain by letting A be generated over A by two indeterminates X s¨and Y s0 
Ž .
A q , the quantum plane, the algebra of function of the quantum 2-1 dimensional sphere. All the infinite-dimensional prime factors of the following algebras are also of this type: the universal enveloping algebra Ž . Ž . w x Usl 2 as well as its quantum version U sl 2 , Smith's algebra Sm , Witten's q w x first and Woronowicz's deformations Za, Bav 5 ; the quantum group Ž Ž .. w x w
2
O O so k, 3 Sm 1 ; the quantum Heisenberg algebra Ma, KS, Ros, Bav q x w 5 ; and more. It has been observed that all these algebras are GWA Bav 5, x 6 . Thus, as a consequence, for all these algebras we obtain a description of all the simple modules. w x Ž . Ž In Bl 1᎐3 , Block classified the simple modules over A and Usl 2 up 1 . to irreducible elements of a certain Euclidean ring . Under suitable restrictions on D and Ѩ it was also carried out for the differential operator w x w x ww xxw x w x w x ring D X; Ѩ in Bl 3 and for K X Ѩ in EL . In Ros , Rosenberg Ž . described the simple modules over the quantum Weyl algebra A q . 1 w x Before that only fragmentary results existed; e.g., Bam; Di1, 2; AP1, 2; Le . w x As a next step, in Bav 2᎐4 , the first author classified the simple modules Ž . Ž . of a GWA D , a as defined in 1 in case A s D and all maximal 0 n Ž . Ž n Ž . ideals p of D are linear, i.e., p / p for all n / 0 g Z if p s p for . some nonzero n then p is called cyclic . For a field K of characteristic Ž . zero A K is in that class as well as all infinite-dimensional prime factors 1 Ž .
Ž . of Usl 2 resp. U sl 2 ; q is not a root of 1. On the other hand cyclic Ž c i, j / 0 for i, j g Z will be indicated by writing R instead of A if it is . Ž . not stated otherwise . Sometimes we want to allow some c i, j to be zero and then this shall be stated explicitly. 
CONVENTION. If P is an isomorphism invariant property of simplêŽ
. Äw x 4 R-modules then R P s M g R, M has property P .
With this convention we may statêˆR
sR D y torsion j R D y torsionfree .
Ž
.
Ž . 
. Ž .
Ž . The terminology is inspired by the fact that for Usl 2, C these weight modules are precisely the weight modules in the usual sense. In Section 2 Ž we describe R in case D s K is a skew field and we have four types of . simple R-modules . In Section 3 we apply the foregoing in order to classify the simple weight R-modules in case D is a commutative ring. Section 4 Ž . specifies the foregoing in case of the GWA D , a . The core of thiŝ Ž . paper is the description of R D y torsionfree over a Dedekind domain D and this is the topic of Section 5.
Ž . An R-module M is said to be an R-socle module if Soc M is nonzero. Ž . Let G be a cyclic group generated by in Aut D ; then G acts in the Ž . Ä 4 obvious way on Specm D s the maximal ideals of D . We say that an
For ␣, ␤ g S we write ␣ -␤ if there are no maximal ideals p and q of i Ž . D belonging to the same linear orbit such that ␣ g p, ␤ g q, and p s q for some i G 0. An element b s¨␤ q иии q␤ g R with ␤ g D,
In Proposition 5.6 we provide a procedure allowing us to make an element into an l-normal one. Ž . Ž . In Section 7 we focus on another example given as a factor algebra V of the universal enveloping algebra of the Virasoro Lie algebra and describê V, providing many simple modules of the Virasoro algebra.
In the positively graded case, R s R , modifications are needed.
[ iG 0 iˆŽ . In fact, Theorem 5.14 fails in the N-graded case, e.g., R D y torsionfree may be nonempty but there are infinitely many cyclic maximal ideals in D.
As in the Z-graded casêˆR
Ž The set of simple weight R-modules is described in Section 3 for â . Ž . commutative ring D and the set R D y torsionfree in Section 8. The 
Up to isomorphism e¨ery D-torsionfree simple R-module arises in this way, and from an f which is unique up to similarity.
The final section is devoted to the description of the simple modules of skew polynomial rings with coefficients in a Dedekind domain.
DEFINITIONS, GENERALIZED WEYL ALGEBRAS, EXAMPLES
Let R be a Z-graded ring as above with a commutati¨e ring D. The map Ž . c is a ''2-cocycle,'' i.e., it satisfies the associativity condition¨¨¨s i j k Ž .¨¨for i, j, k g Z, and this is equivalent to
Every R s¨D is also a free right D-module of rank 1. We say that a . w x relatively simple case it was solved in Bav 2᎐4 . The general case is considered in the present paper. Now we give examples of GWAs with Dedekind D for which the simple modules are described in this paper. Most important for us are those algebras where D has maximal ideals of finite -order.
It follows from the equality n c yn, n¨s¨c yn, n s¨¨¨s c n, ynŽ
. that c n, yn s c yn, n ; thus the subring R of R generated by
Throughout the paper we denote by A the ring R , i.e., ²1:
is a GWA which plays a crucial role in the representation theory of R. For each i G 1 there exists ␣ g D such that¨i s ␣¨. It is clear that
for every i G 1:
where three dots is a product of a th or 1. By 1.1 , 1.2 we conclude Ž .
Throughout K is a field. 
Ž . . of order m acts by multiplication Ѩ ª Ѩ, X ª X on a primitive mth root of unity. Then
. w x is a GWA with H s H y 1, char K s 0 Hod 1 .
Ž .
Let U s Usl 2 be the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra ² :
be the algebra of functions on the quantum 2-dimensional sphere. Then
Ž .
Ž . For q, h s q y q g K s C the field of complex numbers , the alge-Ž . bra U s U sl 2 is generated by X, Y, H , H subject to the relations:
Ž . q y
It follows from the relations that
Let Vir be the Virasoro Lie algebra, i.e., the infinite-dimensional vector space with basis e , i g Z, c, where the Lie algebra structure is defined by i w x 3 e ,e s jyi e q j y j ␦ cr12
and c is the central element of Vir. Denote by V the image of the algebra Ž . homomorphism from the universal enveloping algebra U Vir to the localization A of the first Weyl algebra A at the multiplicatively closed
V is a homogeneous subalgebra of the Z-graded algebra
Thus V is the example of the ring R with D s K H , the polynomial ring, and the automorphism :
i j iqj
and¨s
Moreover, V is affine and generated over K by H,¨, and¨. Proof. Denote by J the sum above. If F F F / 0 for some i, j g Z,
Ž . If F is nilpotent, then by 2.1 each element of F is strongly nilpotent and
Suppose that¨g F is nilpotent. Since F is Z-graded we conclude that Ž . Ž . g J; then N F : J and N F contains precisely all nilpotent elements of F.
Ž . The ideal N F is homogeneous with respect to the grading of F, so the Ž . Ž . factor ring FrN F is also Z-graded. Suppose that N F is not completely Ž . Ž . Proposition 2.1 shows that the prime radical N F of F is homoge-Ž . neous, the factor ring FrN F is of the same type as F. The prime radical Ž . Ž . N F acts trivially on every simple F-module M, i.e., N F M s 0, sô
prime. Then there exist nonzero homogeneous elements
Ž . and until the end of this section without loss of generality we suppose that N F s 0,
Ž .
i.e., F is the semiprime ring and we have five types of the ring F:
In the last case by Proposition 2.1 either F Žq. or F Žy. acts trivially on âˆyˆq
Ž . q and y are symmetric in an obvious sense and the case 0 is trivial.
Ž . So, until the end of this section we assume that F belongs either to q or to
s K t, t ; , the skew Laurent polynomial ring for some any Ž . t / 0 g F , n s gr.ind F and the automorphism of K is defined by the
Proof. Let m resp. nЈ be the maximal negative resp. minimal positive Ž .
"
integer from H F . They exist since F / F . By the choice of m and nЈ Ž . Ž . we have m q nЈ s 0. The ring F is a domain, thus H F s G F s nZ and each nonzero element t g F n is a unit. Using the grading of F we see that F is generated by K, t, and t y1 and is the skew polynomial ring as described above.
Ž . belong to H F ; thus the following definition is correct. The starting point
where t s x y1 y for some nonzero x g F and y g F with j y i s n and i j Ž . the automorphism of K is defined as follows, t s t, g K. This ring is called associated with F. The ring of skew Laurent polynomials is Ž . Euclidean the left and right division algorithms with remainder hold with Ž m n . respect to the ''length'' function l given by l ␣ t q иии q␤ t s n y m, where ␣ , ␤ g K are nonzero and m -иии -n.
[
Proof. Part 1 is clear. w x w y1 x 2. The map M ª S M is monic. It is easy to see that the module M s FrF l Ef equals the factorspace above and is finite dimensional as the left K-module. Thus the socle Soc N is nonzero; hence, the
and JrI is the simple F-module, we conclude that J s Fu q I for some nonzero homogeneous u g F . Then
the twisted F-module by the ring automorphism of F which is the restriction of the inner automorphism of E: e ª ueu y1 . Hence, M is simple, a contradiction. Let us introduce some definitions which will be used in later sections. 
where E and E " are skew Laurent polynomial rings as abo¨e.
THE SIMPLE WEIGHT R-MODULES
Throughout this section D is a commutati¨e ring and a Z-graded ring R is as before with an arbitrary cocycle c. In this section we classify the simple weight R-modules.
The cyclic group G, generated by , acts in an obvious way on the set Ž . 
Denote by R weight the set of isoclasses of simple weight R-modules. ThenˆR weight s R weight, linear j R weight, cyclic , 3.1
Ž . where R weight, linear resp. cyclic is the set of isoclasses of simple weight R-modules with support from a linear resp. cyclic orbit.
Ž . Thus there exists a largest submodule N p of R p which is not equal to Ž . Ž . R p ; it is the sum of all submodules which intersect R p s Drp trivially. 
Ž . Ž . Ž .
We conclude that
In other words, a simple weight R-module with support from a linear Ž . orbit is uniquely determined by its support. Thus, on the set Specm.lin D of maximal ideals which belong to linear orbits is defined the equivalencê w x Ž relation ; : p ; q if and only if p, q g Supp V for some V g R weight,
. linear .
To sum up we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. The mapŜ
[ [
generated by p. This ring is of the type considered in the previous section and we keep the notation introduced there. Put
q y y , 0, q resp. y , y, 0, q resp. y, q , denote by E resp. E w nx, p w nx, p
resp. E the skew Laurent polynomial rings associated with F q resp.
resp. F as defined in the section above .
R wnx
This definition makes sense in view of the following natural ring epimor-
weight module with support from the orbit O O and the pth weight compo-
the associated simple R-module. We conclude that:
Ž . By Theorem 2.4 H V has one of the following types: 
, Drp.
a simple R -module, R s Ý¨D is a right R -module, and Ž . Ž .
t s tqs
The action of¨¨g R on V is nonzero, thus it is bijective and the maps
are bijective too. As a consequence, the following left vector space dimensions coincide:
Moreover,
Ž . denoted by tp L V and called the type of L V . We have the partitionˆˆˆR weight, cyclic s R "0 j R q, q j R y, q j R y, y , 3.6
Ž . where R "0 denote the set of isoclasses of simple R-modules of type Ž . "0 , etc. 
, for a given equivalence
Ž . class the above simple weight module of type "0 is unique, since unique Ž .Ž . is the point R -module for each p g Specm. "0 D . In other words, a w nx, p Ž . simple R-module of type "0 is uniquely determined by its support, i.e., the mapˆw
Ž . Ž . Ž . R t, ts q, q , y, y , y, q . In the remaining cases, i.e., t s Ž . Ž . Ž . q,q, y,y or y, q , the above-mentioned simple weight module is Ž . not unique as we shall see later , but according with the definition of ; t supports of two modules of this kind either coincide or their intersection is the empty set; hence, we have the following partitionR t s" R t ,⌫ N⌫gSpecm. 
wnx,p,t wnx,q,t
Ž .
Denote by E t, ⌫ the isoclass of the rings E , p g ⌫.
Ž . not of type "0 . By Theorem 2.4 there is the bijective correspondencêˆˆw Let D be commutati¨e. The N-graded ring R can be considered as Z-graded if we put R s 0 for all negative i. This allows us to preserve all i definitions, notations, and many results above up to substituting N for Z. We leave details for the reader. Now we are ready to describe the simple Ž . weight R-modules. In accordance with 3.1 we classify first the linear ones.
Ž . R weight, linear , R is N-graded. THEOREM 3.5. Let R be N-graded. The map Žq. Specm.lin D r;ª R weight, linear , p ª Drp s Rr p q R , Ž . Ž .
3.14 Ž .
is bijecti¨e.ŵ 
is bijective.
Ž . Ž . Ž . R q,q, R is N-graded. Statements 3.9 ᎐ 3.13 are true for the Ngraded ring R. ThuŝR
3.9Ј
ŽŽ . . where R q, q , ⌫ consists of the isoclasses of simple weight R-modules 
w n x , p , Ž q , q .
3.12Ј
where p ª i, with the set of integers Z. Therefore, definitions and notation Ž . used for Z such as the order, the segment, the semiaxis, etc. may be used
For a cyclic orbit O O of length n we use only the definition of the segment where CYCD and CYCN are the set of all maximal ideals of D from Ž . degenerate and nondegenerate cyclic orbits, respectively. Using 3.6 we obtain four types of modules.
Ž .
Ž .Ž . A "0 . Specm. "0 D s CYCD and p ; q if and only if both p Ž " 0.
Ž . and q belong to some set ⌫ . The following corollary follows from 3.7 and i Ž . 3.8 .
COROLLARY 4.2. The mapĈ
Recall that each degenerate resp. nondegenerate cyclic orbit is an Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. equivalence class under ; , t s y, y , q, q resp. t s y, q . The Ž .
The following Corollary 4.3 follows from 3.12 and 3.13 .
Ž
. Ž . Ž . COROLLARY 4.3. Let t s y, y , q, q , y, q and I s Cycd, Cycd, and Cycn, respecti¨ely. The mapˆ< Proof. 1. It is easy to see that the maps S y1 and Soc are well defined. 
Ž . Ž .

O OgI
Ä Ž . 4 Ä Ž . 4 Ž . Supp M s U ⌫ p N p ; p j ⌫ r N r ; pw x Ž . If M g R D-torsionfree , then M is a simple essential R-submodule of y1 y1Ž . w x Ž . S M, so Soc S M s M. Conversely, if N g B R᎐socle , then R Ž . y1 Ž Ž .. Ž Soc N
Ž .
of D is nonzero. The lemma below shows how a simple module is produced from a nonsimple socle module M . 
The lemma above shows that if m is a socle ideal, then m ␣ y1 is Ž . convenient for all nonzero ␣ g a m and only for them. In the set S consider the relation -: ␣ -␤ if and only if there are no maximal ideals p and q which belong to the same linear orbit, contain ␣ i Ž . and ␤ respectively, and p G q, i.e., p s q for some nonnegative integer i. 
Proof. A simple check shows that the element c s ␤ b␣ y1 s¨␥ ym ym q иии q␥ belongs to R, where
It follows directly from the explicit form of ␥ and ␥ that c is 0 ym l-normal.
artinian with respect to inclusion where a runs through all nonzero ideals of D.
An element r g R is called normal, if rR s Rr. It is easy to see that
be a decreasing chain of left ideals; we may suppose that a s J l D. 
we reduce our problem to the case ␣ s ␤. Ž . so N s 0. For a nonzero ideal a of D we set
where a s p иии p is the product of maximal ideals of D.
1 s LEMMA 5.10. Let f g R be irreducible in B. Then
Ž . ing the exact functor to the exact sequence of R-modules 
f f␣ we obtain 
Proof. « Applying S to the left side we come to the right. 
of Lemma 5.9 . The map S :
An element r g R is left in¨ertible if sr s 1 for some s g R.
Ž
. T HEOREM 5.14. R D-torsionfree is empty if and only if there are infinitely many cyclic orbits.
Ž .
Proof. ¥ Suppose there are infinitely many cyclic orbits. Let f s Ý␣¨g R, ␣ g D, be an irreducible element in B. Choose a cyclic orbit
We shall see that condition 3 of Theorem 5.13 does not hold. 2. By 1 R s Rp q R l Bf if and only if f s f q Rp is an unit in RrRp, so f s ␣¨q Rp for some i such that ␣ f p.
denoted by f y deg. If n is f-degenerate, then any divisor of n is too. 
is bijective, where
is bijective, where w x Specm.lin K H s K _ ␦ and two scalars and from K _ ␦ are equivalent in the sense of Corollary 4.1 iff , belong to an orbit Ž .
By Corollary 4.1 the following map is bijective: Ž .
Ž . is bijective. It is clear that each module in 6.6 is 1-dimensional. The case of char K s p ) 0 is left to the reader. Since p s 1, by Theorem 5.14 every simple V-module is weight and finite dimensional and the set V can be easily described. The strategy for obtaining a classification of simple modules almost the same as for the Z-graded case up to some not entirely innocent modifications. In fact Theorem 5.14 is not true for the N-graded R and we Ž . 
